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La Morale det Philosophes Chinoit. Extraits des livres classiques de la
Chine et de l'Annam. Par J.-L. DE LAJJESSAN, Professeur agr^ge
d'Histoire naturelle a la Faculte de metlecine de Paris, Aucien
gouverneur ge'ne'ral de l'lndo-Chine. Paris: Fe"lix Alcan, 1896.
Pp. 124.

An interesting collection of extracts from the classical Chinese moralists,
accompanied by a running comment. The topics are methodically arranged
under the heads: Foundations of Morality, Individual Morality, Family
and Social Morality, and Political Morality. This book may be recom-
mended to students of national character, and it is likely to prove a happy
hunting-ground for collectors of ethical extracts.

Hobbet Leben und Lehre. Von FERDINAND TONNIES. Stuttgart: Friedrich
Fromann. London: Williams and Norgate. Pp. xiii, 232.

English readers have had, since 1886, an excellent monograph on Hobbes
by the late George Croom Robertson. In the present work Tonnies does
for Germans what Robertson has already done for Englishmen. Dr Tonnies
has long been known as a student and editor of Hobbes. He has critically
examined and corrected the text of Sir W. Molesworth's edition; he has
edited Hobbes's Elements of Lam, and published, for the first time from the
original MS., the " Behemoth, and the Long Parliament."

We have failed to find in Tonnies' work any important statements of
fact not contained in that of Robertson. The differences between them lie
chiefly in their respective estimates of Hobbes. Robertson is the more
severe, Tonnies the more lenient critic. The attitude of Hobbes, like that
of most of his great contemporaries and successors, including Locke, towards
the ancient philosophy was one of comparative ignorance. The Aristotle,
e.g., of Hobbes was not the writer with whom the world has been for
the last half century renewing its acquaintance, but the false present-
ment of him given by mediaeval .sages. In the beginning of the Leviathan
Hobbes scoffs at the doctrine of ' visible, audible and intelligible' species
"grounded on certain texts of Aristotle"—a doctrine which, of course, the
author of the De Anima never held ; but in the same page adopts the
really Aristotelean, but even then exploded, view of the heart as the
presiding member of the sensory system. This deficiency on Hobbes's
part is carefully pointed out by Robertson, but scarcely noticed by
Tonnies.

Tonnies, too, is inclined to credit Hobbes with an undue share of
influence on, or anticipation of, the course of subsequent philosophy.
Spinoza's political theories may have been affected by the Leviathan ; but
it is extravagant to suppose, as Tonnies (pp. 159—60) almost does, that
the ingenious device by which the Jew of Amsterdam tried to conciliate
the spiritual and material aspects of truth had really occurred to the
philosopher of Malmesbury. The latter, indeed, was not distinctly aware
of the need of any such conciliation ; not seeing clearly the difficulties of his
theory that motion, and motion alone, can explain perception, while the
facts of physics, on the other hand, are all given in and by perception.
From this vicious circle, in which he often moves with manifest uneasiness,
he never made a decisive attempt to free himself. In his judgment of
Hobbes's relationship to mathematics and physics Robertson is more
rigorous, and, we venture to say, more just than Tonnies. It was indeed
strange that Hoboes, whose habit of mind was remarkably positive, should
have slighted the methods of scientific experiment, while Boyle and others
were, in the true Baconian spirit, and with much more profit than Bacon,
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"interrogating nature." In mathematics Hobbes was oilnpa0ijc. This
was pardonable. But that a philosopher should be blind to his own
deficiencies, and obstinate in his claims to authority, in this branch,
was less to be excused. The weakest side of his character as a man
and as a philosopher appeared in his foolish controversies with Boyle and
Wallis. The crushing defeat which the latter inflicted must have de-
stroyed his character as a mathematician ; and he was not likely to fare
much better at the hands of the former. Under these circumstances we
are at a loss to understand Tonnies' surprise (p. 60) that Hobbes was not
chosen a Fellow of the newly-founded Royal Society, or his suggestion that
this was owing to the personal ill-will of Wallis and of the Church party.
For unreasonableness, nothing in Tonnies' monograph equals this sugges-
tion. How could the Royal Society, with its well-known character and
aims, have admitted to Fellowship one whom its leading spirits regarded—
and with more than apparent truth—as a sciolist in mathematics and an
enemy to the true methods of advance in Physics? Tonnies (p. 55n.)
thinks that Robertson exaggerates the historical importance of Hobbes's
controversy with Wallis ; to us it appears to largely explain why Hobbes
so little influenced the best minds of his day in England. Descartes, like
Hobbes, had promulgated a great deductive system; but he won con-
fidence for his ' method' by the publication, in the following year, of the
Qtomttrie in which the splendid results of that method were exhibited.
The discursive thinking—the so-called philosophy proper—of Leibniz and
of Kant had similar and equally sound credentials. But the attempts of
Hobbes to shine in science were not only fatuous in themselves, but fatal
to public confidence in his philosophy.

Tonnies seems peculiarly attracted by one whom (he says), " Englishmen
still designate as the Father of Unbelief in their Land," whom moreover
A. Comte pronounces " the father of revolutionary philosophy." While it
is true that English thinkers, as a rule, far from identifying atheism with
enlightenment, see no positive connexion between them, it is equally true
that Hobbes's failure to impress his fellowcountrymen was less owing
to their natural prejudice, than to his having inspired men of science
in England with an utter distrust of his pretentious dogmatism. In
psychology and politics—the fields in which .his best work was done—the
writings of Locke soon engaged the attention of Europe, and completed his
obscuration.

JOHN I. BE A RE.

Die Grenzen der naturvntsemchaftlichen Begrifsbildung. Eine logische
Einleitung in die historischen Wissenschaften. Von DR HEINRICH
RICKERT, ao. Professor an der Universitat Freiburg L B. Erste Halfte.
London: .Williams and Norgate, 1896. Pp. 304.

The author gives the following summary in a Preliminary Note: " I
attempt to fix the limits of natural science, for the purpose of bringing
into light the essence of the historical sciences. The present instalment
of the work endeavours to show what History is not. The second instal-
ment, which is likely to appear before the close of the present year, will
deal positively and directly with the logic of History." The general point
of view of the author is that it is the aim of natural science to discover the
system of abstract laws, and that of history to describe the concrete facts
as we find them in their actual space and time relations. The book is
well written, and forms a valuable contribution to applied logic. Fuller
notice will follow when the Second Part is received.
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